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Check your CV 
 
1. Preparation: analyse yourself and the job/company   

 

 What does the employer want to know? Mark the keywords that are considered important in the 
vacancy. 

 What do you want the employer to know about you after reading your CV? Write down 3 points.  
 

1. 
2. 
3. 

 

2. First impression: easy to scan & most important information first  
 

 Max. 2 pages – except for research positions at universities, you can also add any publications, 
presentations, scholarships and prizes and your CV may be a bit longer 

 Match the look and feel of the company and choose something that suits you: e.g. layout, use of 
colour, language (traditional organisation/job = traditional CV vs. creative/young organisation/job = 
more creative CV > canva.com). 

 Easy to scan: provide a clear layout with consistent style > consistent with indention (tab), 
spherical/colour for headings, not too much variation in colours and fonts, italics less pleasant to read.  

 Important information catches the eye: in order, headings, bold. 
 Is important information being overlooked in a list? See if you can break down certain headings and 

add headings, for example: ‘study related work experiences’ vs ‘other work experience’ vs ‘internships’, 
‘education’, ‘additional training and courses’, ‘congresses’, ‘awards’ or summarize under ‘other side jobs 
in [sector A] and [sector B]’. 

 Omit distractions: things that are ‘logical’ (can be: nationality, gender, propaedeutic year), irrelevant 
information (can be: language knowledge, software knowledge), unnecessary repetitions, long 
explanations (= motivation letter), 1 single word on a line. 

 Active and to-the-point writing style: instead of “did research into” (i.e. past time/completed past 
time/long) you write “research into” (present time/short). Write in brief (keywords), as few whole 
sentences as possible. 

 
To do: 
 
 

 
3. Personal data / Personalia 
 

 First name and surname 

 Address (on 1 line) 

 Telephone number 
 E-mail address (business and non-student 
account)  
 Date and place of birth (on 1 line)  

 
Possibly:  

 (Custom) URL to LinkedIn-profile/logo  

 Driving license 

 (Professional) photo if adjacent to company 
image 

To do: 
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4.  Optional: Personal profile / About me 
 
Advantage personal story: gives reader focus > steering on what you want to show them. 
 In 3 sentences or keywords who you are, what your knowledge and experience is, how you want to 

develop or what you’re looking for in a job or internship. You can find more information and examples 
in the Brightspace course Career Orientation. 

 

To do: 
 
 

 

5. Study Programmes / Education 
 

Antichronological! (most recent at the top)  
 Period of your study  
 Title of your programme (emphasise)  
 Educational institution, place of training 
 Up to max 3 bullet points of main content: e.g. relevant (optional) subjects, minor, internship, foreign 
exchange experience, thesis title/subject, possibly average mark (>7.5) 
 

To do: 
 
 

 

6. Work experience 
 

Antichronological! (most recent at the top)  
 Period of work  
 Job title – comprehensible for the reader (emphasis by means of bold / colour)  
 Name of the company, location  
 In max 3 bullet points: 3 main activities, sorted by relevance (most relevant first) 
 References: indicate contact details (name, telephone number, e-mail) or behind work experience in 
brackets “professional experience (references on request) 
 

To do: 
 
 

 
7. Extracurricular activities / side activities / volunteer work 
 

Antichronological! (most recent at the top)  
 Period 
 Name of the activity – comprehensible for the reader (emphasis by means of bold / colour) 
 Name of the organisation 
 In max 3 bullet points: 3 main activities, sorted by relevance (most relevant first) 
 

To do: 
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8. Skills  
 

 If you have not yet proven certain skills or if you want to emphasise them even more, you can add them 
in keywords. For example: extra languages, training courses you have followed, software knowledge, 
research methods or personal qualities.  

 
To do: 
 

 

9. Interests / Additional information  
 

 Provide information that allows the employer to form a picture of your personality. What do you do in 
your free time and what does it say about your personality? Be concrete, e.g. 'Favourite trip: 
backpacking through Australia' instead of 'travelling'.  

 
To do: 
 

 

10.  Request feedback 
 

 Let someone who is critical check for spelling, language, and style errors  
 Ask someone else to have a look at your CV for ten seconds. What impression does he/she get out of 

your CV? Does this match the vacancy that you’re applying to?  
o  Yes: awesome!  
o  No: discuss how you can tighten this up. Make concrete what matches the position. 

 
To do: 
 

 

11. Before sending 
 

 Save the file with a neutral title (e.g. CV [ your name] [date])  
 Save the file as a PDF file 
 

 Want feedback? Mail this checklist + vacancy + your CV to the Career Officer of your faculty 
and/or make an appointment. 
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